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CIVIL ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS
Hartland Dam Fish & Boat Passage –
Adapting & Selecting Fishways with Consideration for 
River Recreation and Safety
Presented to
2013 International Fish Passage Conference
June 26, 2013
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 Add Before aerial
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Selecting Fishways – Recreation & Safety
 Fish Passage Criteria
 Velocity = 4 ft/sec (max.)
 Depth = 2 ft (min.)
 Drop = 6 in. (max.)
 Passage Flow Range: 750 cfs – 3500 cfs
River Safety Criteria – No Unobvious Hazards
 Hydraulics
 Pinning & Strainer
 Egress
 Hand & Foot Entrapment
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Roughened Channel Fishways
Rock Ramp Step Pool
Confined Boulder Multiple Slot Baffled
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Multiple Slot Baffled Fishway
Photos: USBR
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Adapted MSB Fishway
USBR – Price Stubbs Dam Adapted – Hartland Dam
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Analysis of Adapted MSB Fishway
Velocity Profile
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Post Construction Monitoring
Theoretical Velocity Profile Measured Velocity Profile
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Conclusion
Requires a different approach to meet both fish and river 
safety objectives
 Select fishway types that support fish passage & safety 
outcomes
 Adapt successful fishways
 Fishways and recreation can co-exist
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Thank You
Ben Nielsen, PE, LEED AP
McLaughlin Whitewater Design Group
www.mclaughlinwhitewater.com
ben@mclaughlinwhitewater.com
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